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ABSTRACT: Side chain type liquid crystalline polyurethane (SLCPU)s containing various kinds of mesogenic groups 
were prepared by polyaddition of a diol-monomer with p-phenylenediisocyanate. Three SLCPUs (PU-a, b, and c) exhibited 
typical mesomorphic properties. Further, the relationship between mesomorphic properties and hydrogen bonding between 
urethane bonds in the polymer backbone (H-bonding) for the three SLCPUs was investigated by thermally controlled FT-IR. 
A small decrease in the strength of H-bonding was observed with increasing temperature. The magnitude of the decrease in 
the strength of H-bonding was dependent on the species of the mesogenic group. 
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The mesomorphic properties of side chain type liquid 
crystalline polymer (SLCP)s are greatly influenced by 
mesogenic groups, flexible spacer length introduced 
between mesogenic group and polymer backbone, etc. 
Polyacrylic acid, polymethacrylic acid, and polysiloxane 
are very often employed for the polymer backbone of 
SLCPUs. 1 - 3 However, the mesomorphic properties of 
SLCPs with a polymer backbone having the specific 
interaction which could be formed between the amide 
group in the polymer backbone like polyurethane and/ 
or polyamide derivatives, are not often reported.4 •5 

We are interested in the polymer backbone containing 
the specific interaction. We have already found that 
mesomorphic properties are exhibited for polyurethanes 
with a mesogenic group in the side chain regardless of 
rigidity or flexibility of the polymer backbone, as shown 
in Figure 1. 6 Furthermore, the relationship between the 
hydrogen bonding formed by NH group and C = 0 
group of the urethane bonds in the polymer backbones 
(H-bonding) and mesomorphic properties for the 
SLCPUs was investigated by thermally controlled FT-IR 
measurements. 6 - 8 In the case of the SLCPU s containing 
a flexible alkyl chain in the polymer backbone (flexible 
SLCPU), a nematic phase was exhibited with a remark
able decrease in the strength of H-bonding, while the 
thermal dependence in the strength of H-bonding for 
SLCPUs with a rigid moiety in the polymer backbone 
(rigid SLCPU) was not observed. Thus the relationship 
between mesomorphic properties and H-bonding for the 
flexible SLCPU was clarified, however, that for the rigid 
SLCPU was not clarified by the FT-IR measurements. 

In this paper, in order to investigate the effect of the 
H-bonding on the mesomorphic properties, SLCPUs 
with various kinds of mesogenic group were synthesized. 
The thermal properties for the SLCPUs were examined 
by polarizing optical microscopy, differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC), and wide angle X-ray scattering 
(W AXS) measurements. Furthermore, the relationship 
between mesomorphic properties and H-bonding for the 
SLCPUs was also investigated by thermally controlled 
FT-IR measurements. 
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EXPERIMENT AL 

Materials 
The rigid SLCPUs with various kinds of mesogenic 

groups were synthesized from diol-monomers and p
phenylenediisocyanate. Diol-monomers were synthe
sized according to Scheme 1. One example of the method 
of diol-monomer synthesis is shown. 

p-( 6-Bromohexyloxyphenylazo )nitrobenzene (2-a). 1,6-
dibromohexane (9.0 g, 3.7 x 10- 2 mol), potassium car
bonate (2.0 g, 1.5 x 10- 2 mol) and a small amount of 
potassium iodide were added to a solution of acetone 
containing p-(4-hydroxyphenylazo )nitrobenzene (3.0 g, 
1.2 x 10- 2 mol). The mixture was refluxed for 9 hours. 
After the precipitation was removed by filtration, the 
filtrate was evaporated to dryness under reduced pres
sure. After a large excess of cold hexane was added to 
the mixture to remove a excess of 1,6-dibromohexane, 
the residue was filtered off. The product was obtained in 
a 56% yield. 

1H NMR (CDC13): 6 1.3-2.0 (m; 8H,-(CH2)c), 3.5 
(t; 2H, BrCH2), 4.1 (t; 2H, OCH2 ), 7.0-8.5 (m; SH, 
Ar-H) 

IR (KBr): v 1600, 1500 (Ar), 1585 (N = N), 3000-
2850 (CH) 

2,2' -[ N-[6-[( 4-Nitrophenylazo ]phenyloxy] hexyl]
iminodiethanol (3; DM-a). 2-propanol solution contain
ing 2,2' -iminodiethanol and a small amount of potassium 
carbonate were added to solution containing 2-a (1.0 g: 
2.5 x 10- 3 mol). The mixture was refluxed for 14 hours. 

R = ---( CH2 1";; ( flexible ) 

-0- (rigid) 

m=2,6,12 

Figure 1. Structure of side chain type liquid crystalline polyure
thanes. 
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After the precipitation was removed by filtration, the 
filtrate was concentrated. The residue was poured into 
water and the obtained orange solid was washed with 
water until neutral water was obtained. The product was 
obtained in a 94% yield. 

1H-NMR (CDC13): c5 1.3-2.0 (m; 8H,-(CH2)c), 
2.3-2.7 (m; 6H, N(CH 2h), 2.8 (s; 2H, OH), 3.7 (t; 
4H, CH2 OH), 4.1 (t; 2H, OCH2), 7.0, 8.0-8.4 (m; 8H, 
Ar-H) 

IR (Nujol): v 3419 (OH), 1603, 1500 (Ar), 1579 
(N=N) 

Polyurethanes (Polymerization). 2,2' -iminodiethanol 
derivatives (diol-monomer 0.5 g) and 1.2 times the 
amount of p-phenylenediisocyanate were placed in the 
reaction vessel under a nitrogen atmosphere. After 3 ml 
of distilled DMF was added to the reaction vessel, the 
reaction mixture was heated to 90°C and stirred for 24 
hours under a nitrogen atmosphere. The solution was 
poured into 250 ml of methanol to precipitate the poly
mer. The polymers (polyurethanes) were obtained in a 
30.8-71.2% yield. 

IR (Nujol): v about 3300 (N-H), about 1700 (amide I) 
For partially soluble PU-b in chloroform, Mn is 

7.4 x 103 and Mw/Mn is 1.59. 

Characterization Techniques 
1H NMR was carried out with a JEOL JPN-PMX60 

spectrometer using CDC13 as the solvent. DSC measure
ments were conducted with a Mettler 3000 series. W AXS 
patterns were recorded on a MAC Science MXP3 X-ray 
diffractometer equipped with a thermal controller model 
5310. Optical microscopy was performed on a Nikon 
polarizing optical microscopy equipped with a Mettler 
FP80 controller and a FP82 hot stage. Gel permeation 
chromatography (GPC) was carried out with a Tosoh 
HLC-8020 instrument using chloroform as the eluent, 
equipped with four columns (TSK gel G4000HHR, 
G3000HHR, G2000HHR, and G2000HHR)- The instrument 
was calibrated with a polystyrene standard. 

Infrared spectroscopy data was recorded on a JEOL 
JIR-100 spectrometer. Spectra were collected at 4-cm - 1 

resolution. A minimum of 20 scans was signal averaged. 
The measurement of thermally-controlled FT-IR spectra 
were performed as follows. Elevated temperature spectra 
of FT-IR were obtained by placing the cells made from 
two silicone wafers in a temperature-controlled cell. 
Silicone bases were prepared by washing the silicone 
wafers with an aqueous solution of hydrogen fluoride. 
Polyurethane thin films were placed between silicone 
wafers. The edges of the cells were sealed with an epoxy 
compound. The temperature was monitored via a 
thermocouple placed in the cell. Before each spectral 
acquisition the temperature was kept constant for 5 min 
to ensure complete temperature equilibration along the 
sample cell. At the end of the first heating run, the sample 
was cooled slowly to room temperature, followed by a 
second heating run in a similar fashion. 

The Conditions of Curve-Fitting of the Amide I Band. 
The amide I band was resolved into three components 
according to these condition: 

1. Three components were assigned to ordered 
hydrogen bonding C = 0 peak, disordered hydrogen 
bonding C = 0 peak, and free C = 0 peak. 
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2. The base line was assumed to be from 1800 cm - 1 

to 1650cm- 1 (left to right). 
3. The range of curve-fitting agreed with that of the 

base line. 
4. The shape of each peak was assumed to be Gaus

sian. 
5. The curve-fitting procedure involved an error of 

1%. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The SLCPUs were prepared by polyaddition of 2,2'
iminodiethanol derivative (DM) with two kinds of di
isocyanates. One was hexamethylene diisocyanate which 
was employed as a flexible alkyl chain in the polymer 
backbone (flexible SLCPU). The other one was p
phenylene diisocyanate which was used as a rigid core 
(rigid SLCPU). Scheme 1 shows the synthetic route for 
the rigid SLCPU. The flexible SLCPUs were not ob
tained by the same polymerization method. The diol
monomers in the previous works were prepared by the 
reduction of diethylmalonate derivatives. 1 - 3 Conse
quently, we were not able to introduce many species of 
the mesogenic group in the SLCPUs. However, by the 
use of 2,2' -iminodiethanol instead of diethylmalonate 
derivatives, 1 - 3 the rigid SLCPUs with various kinds 
of mesogenic group were easily synthesized. The rigid 
SLCPUs obtained were soluble in polar solvents such 
as tetrahydrofuran (THF) and dimethylformamide 
(DMF), but insoluble in chloroform except PU-b. Gel 
permeation chromatography (GPC) measurements for 
PU-b was carried out because the polymer was partially 
soluble in chloroform. 

The thermal properties of 2,2' -iminodiethanol deriva
tives (DM) are shown in Table I. The 2,2'-iminodiethanol 
derivatives containing azobenzene (DM-a and b) and 
benzoate consisting of three benzene rings (DM-e) as a 
mesogenic core exhibited mesomorphic properties. In 

Ho-Q-xQv THF, KOHaq 

2 

3 

2 

(HOCH2CH2)2NH O 0 
---- (HOCH2CH2),N -{ CHtt;,O X Y 

THF / reflux 
Kl 

OCN-0-NCO 

DMF 

00°c 

3(DM) 

PU 

PU-a; X= N= N . Y= N02 

PU-b; X= N= N .Y= OMe 

PU-c;X= -

PU-d; X= COO 

.Y=OMe 

.Y= OMe 
* 

PU-e; X= COO . Y= QocH2CHCH2CH3 
I 
CH3 

Scheme 1. Synthesis of diol-monomers and polyurethanes. 
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Table I. Transition temperatures of dial-monomers 

Abbreviation Transition temp/°C" 

65.7 76.5 115.6 
DM-a K~K'~M~ 

62.8 114.9 

85.3 106.8 
DM-b K~M 

_____,,_ 

79.9 95.1 

98.6 
DM-c K~I 

97.8 
86.4 

DM-d K~I 
? 

92.7 140.4 
DM-e K~N*~I 

72.2 120.2 

• K,K', crystal; N, nematic; M, mesophase; I, isotropic phase. 

Table II. Transition temperatures of side chain type polyurethanes 

Abbreviation Transition tempj°C" 

71.4 149.2 175 
PU-a g ~(M) 

_____,,_ 
N ~Decom 

? ? 

65 129.6 170 
PU-b g 

___,,_ s _____,,_ 
N ~Decom 

? 125.1 

55.8 97.1 160 
PU-c g _____,,_ s ___,,_ 

N ~Decom 
? 95.3 

54.4 130.5 175 
PU-d g ~(M) (M)~Decom 

? ? 

67.8 132.7 185 
PU-e g ~(M) (M)-~ Decom 

? ? 

• g, glassy; S, smectic; N, nematic, M, mesophase. 

particular, in the case of DM-e, an oily streak texture 
was observed by polarized light microscopy measure
ments. In the case of mesogenic groups with a methoxy 
group in the end group, the diol-monomer (DM-b) con
taining azobenzene core exhibited mesomorphic prop
erties. 

The thermal properties of the rigid SLCPUs are 
summarized in Table II. Three kinds of rigid SLCPUs 
(PU-a, b, and c) exhibited typical smectic and nematic 
phases. In the DSC curves of the rigid SLCPUs, two 
transition temperatures were observed. One was the glass 
transition temperature. The other one was attributed to 
the phase transition temperature. Transition enthalpies 
of these phase transitions for PU-a, b, and c were 
l.6Jg- 1 , 3.8Jg- 1 , and l.7Jg- 1 , respectively. Typical 
X-ray diffraction patterns for the rigid SLCPU are 
shown in Figure 2. We observed a diffraction peak in 
the small angle region (20 = 2.06°) corresponding to 
42.8 A for the d-spacing, and a broad one in the wide 
angle region (20 = 20.8°) for PU-b below the transition 
temperature. The mesomorphic phase structure below 
the phase transition temperature was attributed to a 
smectic phase from the results of the X-ray diffraction 
pattern, DSC, and polarizing optical microscopy mea-
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Figure 2. X-Ray diffraction patterns of polymer (PU-b) at 77°C (a) 
and 146°C (b ). 

surements for PU-b. Only one broad diffraction peak 
was observed in wide angle region of the X-ray diffrac
tion pattern above the phase transition for PU-b; there
fore the mesomorphic phase structure was attributed 
to a nematic phase. We observed the same results of 
their measurements for PU-c. Birefringence for PU-a 
was observed above the glass transition temperature; 
however, in the X-ray pattern for PU-a between the glass 
transition temperature and the melting point, only one 
broad diffraction peak was observed in the wide angle 
region. The phase structure for PU-a for the temperature 
range was not clarified. 

In DSC curves for the rigid SLCPUs containing 
benzoate type mesogenic groups (PU-d and e), we 
detected the glass transition temperature and the phase 
transition temperature. The peak attributed to the phase 
transition was very broad. Birefringence was observed 
above the glass transition temperature; however, the 
typical texture was not observed. Only one broad dif
fraction peak was detected in the wide angle region of 
the X-ray pattern above both the glass transition tem
perature and the melting point. We were not able to 
clarify the mesomorphic phase structures of these poly
urethanes. Thermal decomposition occurred at l 60-
l 850C for all polyurethanes. 

Vibrational spectroscopy is one of the principal tech
niques for examining lateral interactions of the hy
drogen bonding and conformational order in polymers. 
The specific lateral interaction occurring from H-bond
ing was studied with thermally controlled FT-IR for main 
chain type liquid crystalline polyurethane, conventional 
polyamide and polyurethane. 4 - 7 This technique was 
also applicable to the rigid SLCPUs. 

On the heating run, new peaks for PU-a, b, and c were 
observed at the higher wavenumber of 3300 cm - i with 
increasing temperature. These peaks were attributed to 
free NH stretching vibration. These results indicated 
thermal dependence in the strength of H-bonding. On 
the other hand, the amide I band for PU-band c shifted 
to higher wavenumbers with increasing temperature as 
shown in Figure 3. The shift tendency was dependent 
on the species of the mesogenic group. The gradual 
increase in wavenumber of the amide I band for PU-b 
was observed with increasing temperature to the phase 
transition temperature. A large shift of the amide I 
band for PU-b was shown near the phase transition 
temperature. The results indicated a gradual decrease in 
the strength of H-bonding with increasing temperature 
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Figure 3. Variation of the band top of the amide I region of polymers 
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Figure 4. Least squares deconvolution of the amide I band for PU-c. 

and a remarkable decrease in it at the phase transition 
temperature. A nematic phase was shown with remark
able decrease in the strength of H-bonding. The amide 
I band for PU-c shifted gradually to higher wavenumbers 
with increasing temperature. No remarkable shift was 
observed at the phase transition temperature compared 
with PU-b. These results demonstrated that a nematic 
phase for PU-c was exhibited with a small decrease in 
the strength of H-bonding. 

Further in order to clarify the thermal dependence of 
H-bonding for the rigid SLCPUs, each spectrum of the 
amide I band recorded at different temperatures was 
divided into three components such as ordered hydrogen 
bonded carbonyl groups (A0 ), disordered hydrogen 
bonded carbonyl groups (Ad), and non-hydrogen bonded 
(free) carbonyl groups (Ar), as shown in Figure 4. 

The thermal dependence of the peak area for each 
component is shown in Figure 5. A0 decreased gradually 
on the heating run, while Ad and Ar increased with 
increasing temperature. The change in these peak areas 
showed a gradual decrease in the strength of H-bonding 
with increasing temperature. Mesomorphic properties 
were exhibited with a gradual decrease in the strength 
of H-bonding. The same result was observed for PU-c; 
however, the magnitude of the change in the strength 
of H-bonding was smaller than that of PU-b. The 
magnitude was dependent on the species of the mesogenic 
group. This result was the same as that of the shift 
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Figure 5. Plots of the area of the free (Ar, .A.)-, disordered (Aa, e)-, 
and ordered (A0 , •>- hydrogen bonding C=O peaks as a function of 
temperature. 

tendency of the amide I band. 
We have already reported that the strength of H

bonding for rigid SLCPUs does not change drastically 
near the phase transition temperature. 1 - 3 But we ob
served a thermal dependence in the strength of H
bonding for these rigid SLCPUs. The difference of the 
change in the strength of H-bonding resulted from the 
difference of flexible chain length in the polymer back
bone. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Three kinds of rigid SLCPUs exhibited typical smectic 
and nematic phases. The thermal dependence in the 
strength of H-bonding was observed for the rigid 
SLCPUs. Mesomorphic properties were exhibited with 
a gradual decrease in the strength of H-bonding with 
increasing temperature. 
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